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Leanne Moll <leanne@cityofrivergrove.com>

Re: the river access -one more time
marcel lahsene <marcellahsene@gmail.com> Tue, Jul 10, 2018 at 9:07 AM
To: Heather Kibbey <mayor@cityofrivergrove.com>
Cc: leanne@cityofrivergrove.com, Arne Nyberg <bridges4autism@hotmail.com>, Susie Lahsene
<susie.lahsene@gmail.com>

On Jul 9, 2018, at 9:13 PM, Heather Kibbey <mayor@cityofrivergrove.com> wrote:

Hello Marcel  and Susie:
I can see that you have put great effort into this and it deserves the attention of Council. I am leaving on a
plane for Toronto very early in the morning so son’t have time to digest it until I arrive at my destination--the
wilds of Canada, about 200 miles north of Toronto.I will be there for a little less than three weeks.

Sounds like a wonderful trip. I trust you’ll have great visit this time of the year. I appreciate that you are on holiday and
filling a volunteer position and I certainly want to be reasonable and respectful.  However, I don’t feel its prudent for us all
to allow the situation to continue for several more weeks into the summer before anyone addresses the issues given the
rate of escalation.  

The Council this week has an enormously busy agenda--they have an appeal for a subdivision partition that
is missing a walking path. They don’t have time to do this topic justice this month.

Yes, I can appreciate that the council is busy and with limited resources. I would like to suggest following:

Someone from the counsel is prepared to provide the information and previous data associated with the Councils
legal efforts regarding the boat ramp access in the past two years by Wednesday or the following Monday. So we
are not waiting till August to get things moving along from a legal perspective.  
That the boat ramp is closed and locked or hours are reduced to 9AM-6:00 PM and usage is redefined to access
only.  I can’t imagine they would be any significant legal back lash to this approach while this gets ironed out.
 Please bear in mind that many of these folks are coming from outside the Rivergrove / Lake Oswego community
and have other options. 
That the council understands that one of the dynamics that may be lost in this is that the river and the
water corridor creates a megaphone effect with sound.  I can hear people talking at a normal conversation level
two houses away while in my bedroom as clearly as if they were seating across from me in my dinning room.
 Now imagine that you have people loading large boats with big loud pick up trucks, people banging canoes and
kayaks on concrete as they load in and out, talking to each other as they load in from one end of the boat ramp to
the other or just standing around drinking, eating and fishing all day and into the night as if your neighbors were
having a party every day.  Of course your neighbor would be much more courteous and not offer a retort about
public land and I can do as I please or plainly ignore any request to keep it down.   This is why hours and type of
use has to be redefined.  

At the risk of being redundant,  I would like to restate that this sort of traffic and recreational use (to put it nicely) in
a residential area directly adjacent to private homes (that may or may not have children present) would not be tolerated
by citizens or enforcement in any other area of our community.  The boat ramp is not part of the park.  The Council would
not allow people to just set up at all hours, being noisy disruptive and leaving behind trash and human waste that attracts
rodents and vermin. The boat ramp needs to be access only with restricted hours. 

I will be back for the August Council meeting and have asked Leanne to add this as an agenda item then. In
the meantime, the City will send a letter to the Oregon Episcopal School, asking them to please use the
Browns Ferry ramp. There is no requirement for them to do so, but we can ask nicely.
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Last year the City offered to purchase--and did purchase--SLOW, NO WAKE signs for any resident who
wanted one and allowed them to be on private docks, So those signs are up and down the river. Rivergrove
has no control over what happens on the river. Between the high water lines on each bank is in the control
of the Department of State Lands. Must of your list falls into that category. 

A separate effort with regard to use of motorize traffic, speed and size of vessel can be addressed at a later date with the
Department of State Lands and the Marine Board.  I agree that these issues are not Rivergrove City Counsel business.  

With the cooperation of the riverside residents, the City took down signage to make the access as
inconspicuous as possible. Residents promised to see that the gates were closed. The last I heard last
year, that plan was working. This was the first  I have heard that there are new problems there.

In my opinion while updated official signage will be helpful it is only a tool for enforcement agencies to manage to.  It dose
not and will not hold a candle to the effectiveness of updated websites and public driven social media informing others of
the current situation of new accurate information with regard to access and proper use.  If people show up and its closed
or restricted that will be the most effective tool in managing and sharing information quickly. 

Leanne will put this on the August agenda and we'll see you there...
Heather

In closing, in the future will refrain from clogging you email boxes.  As I’ve stated I find the subject tedious and time
comsuming. However, the times and circumstances have changed and some sort of acton needs to be taken.  Heather, I
hope you have a wonderful vacation. I will direct any further requests for information to Leanne and Arne 

Regards,

Marcel 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2018 at 7:13 PM, marcel lahsene <marcellahsene@gmail.com> wrote: 

Mayor Kibbey, 
First let me say thank you for your time, energy and effort with the city of Rivergrove.  As a twenty year
resident of Rivergrove I have often found the “Boat Ramp” discussion tedious and disadvantages for
most involved.  I must say that as this summer advances the boat ramp and river traffic are at an all time
high culminating with the events of the past two weeks and this weekend.  I recognize that this effects
only a half a dozen or so home owners, so it may not seem a priority.  The situation has gone way
beyond the level of nuisance and if it were to happen on any normal neighborhood street in another area
of our community it would not be tolerated by residents or law enforcement. 

If in fact the boat ramp is public it should be supported with proper signage and enforcement. It appears
to be that the argument is “Dedicated Public Access” VS Intended use by and for the public.   It was
plainly not constructed or intended to support the type of use and level of traffic that it is getting.  It is and
should be an access point to come and go at reasonable hours.  8AM - 9PM is are not reasonable hours
for a neighborhood and water sports.  There are other access point available.

In an effort to avoid a long rambling diatribe I’m going to bullet point some of the issues that happen
either throughout the week :

Large speeding motor craft mixing with paddle boards, canoes and kayaks on such a narrow strip
of water is an accident waiting to happen
People fishing or hanging out for hours, parked in lawn chars as if they were at the beach or a city
dock
Excessive yelling, screaming, drinking, smoking, leaving trash, food scraps, wrappers, bottles,
cans and human waste 
Children dropped off without adult supervision 
Oregon Episcopal School brought in 15 students to learn kayaking 
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Children without flotation devices in and around the water on the boat ramp
Large boats and trailers forcing their way down a narrow unforgiving strip of pavement 
Large boats and trailers driving up over the curb and into the park to line up access 
There are no speed limits posted on signs or on the websites for motor craft. Boats blow through
tossing docks and creating harmful erosion. 
Residents unable to get to and from their homes reasonably due to excessive traffic and restrictive
parking

Even though the boat ramp is considered “Public” it is highly unlikely that we will get any meaningful
enforcement support or attention until there is a major altercation, a fire, someone drowns or gets hurt.  

In the short term I’d like to suggest we use professional signage in and effort to control the access to the
boat ramp by type of use (no large motorized boats), time of day, no unsupervised children, etc.   It
should remain clear and accessible at all times.  

I would also like to further suggest we reassess the legal definition of Public Access VS Public Use.  If it
would be possible for the council to provide the assessment from the last time the council looked into this
it would be helpful as well resourceful not to have to start at ground zero from the legal perspective. 

Respectfully, 

Marcel Lahsene

-- 
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Leanne Moll <leanne@cityofrivergrove.com>

Fwd: Apology
Heather Kibbey <mayor@cityofrivergrove.com> Mon, Aug 6, 2018 at 1:49 PM
To: Leanne Moll <leanne@cityofrivergrove.com>

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: marcel lahsene <marcellahsene@gmail.com> 
Date: Mon, Aug 6, 2018 at 10:47 AM 
Subject: Re: Apology 
To: Heather Kibbey <mayor@cityofrivergrove.com> 
Cc: Landon Gentry <me@landongentry.com>, Judith Gentry <me@judithgentry.com>, Mary Lou
<mlvanslavie@frontier.com>, joanjoyce2@comcast.net 

Thank you, I would like that and look forward to it. 

The following is the basis of our concerns and for the sake of clarity my suggestion for closure of the boat ramp was
temporary in an effort to stem the flow of traffic from outside the Rivergrove neighborhood.  We will have a list of
suggestions for council to consider that we feel will give us all a baseline from which to manage or govern the boat ramp. 
We do not feel for a minute that this will be and end all conclusion to the situation. While the excessive hot weather has
slowed traffic in recent days, we can be assure that given population growth and the access to instant information, this
problem will not go away.   As you personally experienced the other day, folks interpret the use and access in which ever
way they choose, if it is not spelled out clearly.  You also experienced that they are not often nice about it.  Asking people
to be nice and courteous doesn’t work.  We need clear timelines and restrictions for use. 

We would also like to distinguish the difference between the park and the boat ramp.  The park being a recreational public
space and the boat ramp being an access to a waterway.  Some folks attempt to use the boat ramp as if it were a
recreational area at a state park.  I think it's perfectly acceptable to leave your children at the park if one were to prescribe
to those sort of parenting skills.  It is not acceptable at the boat ramp as it is both a safety and conflict of use issue. The
suggested hours and limitations  will at some point become inevitable and they would feel much more of restrictive if there
were not other water and recreational access areas within close proximity of the neighborhood. 

Again for clarity, we are not trying to make the access to the river exclusive or take access to the water away from the
residents of Rivergrove.  We simply want it to be managed.  With the absence of law enforcement and budgetary
constraints, our best shot is to tighten up the hours of use and restrict the type of use.  As I’ve heard it said, that we knew
the boat ramp was there when we bought our homes, it also stands that no one was insured the use of a swim park/
fishing hole/recreational area at the boat ramp. 

In closing, my reference the other day as to whether the boat ramp was a private VS public space, is that we deserve the
same rights and expectations to a quiet, reasonable neighborhood experience as do all the residents of Rivergrove.  If it
were a private space that was not being managed, it would be dealt with and as a public space the city has the same
responsibilities to manage or restrict use so that it is not a public nuisance to the surrounding residents. 

Thank you for your attention to this issue. 

Regards, 

Marcel Lahsene
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